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by Kamila Kozlowska z photos by Ewa Imielska-Hebda 

The 2020 edition of the annual Polish Arabian Horse Festival in 
Janow Podlaski, organized by the Polish Jockey Club, was special 
for a number of reasons. Firstly, it was one the very few shows 
that were not cancelled due to the current state of affairs and 
Covid-19 restrictions. However, very limited space for spectators 
and all the other safety measures introduced during the show, 
clearly showed that the world has irreversibly changed in the 
past few months. The organizers did not forget about all Arabian 
horse aficionados who were not able to attend the show in person 
and, in cooperation with Arabian Essence TV, provided a live 
broadcast that reached more than 65 thousand people in just four 
days! Secondly, unprecedented weather conditions, including 
extreme heat and humidity, made presentations in the showring 
more difficult for both horses and handlers. Luckily, Polish horses 
never fail to bewitch with their exceptional refinement and 
captivating beauty. Every energetic and powerful performance 
in the showring leaves everybody with goosebumps on their skin, 
no matter the temperature outside. Thanks to the tent installed 
to protect against the unpredictability of the weather, this year’s 
show was no exception. Additionally, all the handlers went to 

great lengths in helping horses to perform at their best under 
such challenging circumstances. Without a doubt, the newly 
established cash prizes must have provided additional motivation 
for the trainers to make every effort to end up on the podium. 
Financial appreciation for the owners of high scoring horses would 
not be possible without the support of Jan Krzysztof Ardanowski, 
the Polish Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development, who 
decided to allocate a substantial sum of money to attract more 
exhibitors. The prize pool reached almost one million Polish 
zlotys which is equivalent to EUR 233.000. Cash prizes put even 
more pressure on the judges: Christine Jamar-Demeersseman 
from Belgium, Claudia Darius from Germany, Amira Safady 
and Cedes Bakker, both from the Netherlands, as if an immense 
responsibility to assess 127 participants was not a big enough 
challenge by its own means.
The 42nd Polish National Arabian Horse Show started on 
Friday afternoon with junior male classes. Two sections of 
yearling colts and a combined class for 2- and 3-year-olds were 
a good opportunity to compare the progeny of various stallions. 
Class 4A left no doubt about who would become the shining star 
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of the show. The Michalow-bred fantastic Ferrum (Morion x 
Ferrmaria by El Omari) took the class by storm and achieved a 
spectacular score of 93.67 points, with 2 x 20 for type, 3 x 19.5 
for head and neck and 3 x 20 for movement, leaving all his 
competitors far behind. Second place was awarded to the exotic 
black Enzo Blacklord (Wadee Al Shaqab x Estansja by Ekstern), 
bred and owned by Anna Janas-Naze. The interesting chestnut 
Chicago by Wortex Kalliste was the last colt in this division that 
qualified for the championships. Chicago’s dam, the bay Ekstern 
daughter Calatea, has proven to be an outstanding producer for 
her owner Marek Kondrasiuk. The second class of yearling colts 
was a triumph of the Brazilian-bred 13-year-old bay RFI Farid. 
Two of his entirely unalike sons, the typy grey Kapitano AF (out of 
Karbona by Ekstern) and the bold bay Badian PA (out of Begonia 
by Kahil Al Shaqab) were placed in the first and second position, 
respectively. Third place for the Janow Podlaski-bred grey Atrato 
(Emerald J x Atma by Ekstern) meant that he also qualified for 
the Sunday championships. A small number of 3-year-old colts 
resulted in merging the classes for 2- and 3-year olds into one 
larger class. The 3-year-old chestnut moving machine bred by the 
Bialka Stud, Belmari (El Omari x Bint Ermina by Kabsztad), 
won the class ahead of the 2019 Silver Champion Yearling Colt 
Pointer (Sahm El Arab x Palanga by Ekstern) from Michalow 
and the 2019 Gold Champion Yearling Colt Star Farid (RFI 
Farid x Star of Africa by Marwan Al Shaqab), bred and owned 
by Wojciech Parczewski.
Both senior male classes featured only six stallions each. In the 
4-6-year-old stallion’s division, the two highest scores were a 
draw. The masculine and charismatic grey Empower (WH 
Justice x Eksterna by Ekstern) from Falborek Arabians received 
the same total score as the 5-year-old chestnut El Wiktorio 
(Eternal x Elwiktoria by Ekstern), bred and owned by Petroniusz 
Frejlich. With slightly higher marks for type, Empower managed 
to defeat El Wiktorio in the end. Third place went to the 4-year-
old bay Ekstern son Edmund (out of Editha by Eden C) from 
the Michalow Stud. In the class of 7-year-old and older stallions, 
the well-balanced snow-white Barok (Om El Bellissimo x Baida 
by Balon), bred and owned by the Janow Podlaski Stud, came 
before the high-trotting grey Psyche Keret (Khidar x Psyche 
Victoria by Ekstern) from Chrcynno Palace and the 8-year-old 
grey Zloty Medal (QR Marc x Zlota Orda by Pesal) representing 
the Michalow Stud. All the above-mentioned stallions qualified 
for the Sunday championships.
Each and every female class on Saturday was an endless feast for 
the eyes. In the morning, the judges had an extremely difficult 
task of evaluating as many as twenty-eight yearlings, nineteen 
2-year old and twelve 3-year old fillies. First place in class 1A was 
awarded to a beautifully moving bay filly from Janow Podlaski. 

Brodnica (Pogrom x Bambina by Kahil Al Shaqab) won by move 
with the exotic dark bay daughter of Wadee Al Shaqab, Laura 
KL (out of Lili PS by Ekstern), bred and owned by Klikowa 
Arabians. Third place in the class belonged to the Chrcynno 
Palace Stud and their lovely grey Echo Anastazja (Psyche Keret 
x Echo Aurora by Eternity Ibn Navarrone-D). Class 1B was 
conquered by the progeny of the 2015 World Champion Junior 
Colt Morion, proudly bred and owned by the Michalow Stud. All 
three places that qualified for the championships belonged to his 
lovely daughters. The gracefully trotting grey El Madera (out of 
El Medonia by Shanghai EA) from Michalow, with 92.17 points 
and a 20 for type, was the winner of the class. Two beautiful 
bay fillies, Amaranda RA (out of Alina PS by WH Justice) 
bred and owned by Czeslaw Golaszewski and Eurazja (out of 
Erebora by Empire) bred and owned by Alicja Najmowicz, 
placed second and third, respectively. The third division of 
yearling fillies was the triumph of Tomasz Tarczynski and his 
extremely good-looking grey ES Harir daughter Mamma Mia 
(out of VA Magnifica by Magic Magnifique). The judges showed 
appreciation for her perfectly proportioned head and beautifully 
shaped neck with well-deserved maximum scores. Second place 
was granted to the Michalow Stud for another amazing daughter 
of Morion, El Medida (out of El Medara by Shanghai EA). First 
two places in the first section of 2-year-old fillies were awarded 
to private breeders: Piotr Podgorny for the beautifully trotting 
grey Kahil Al Shaqab daughter Eskahila (out of Espanera by 
Kabsztad) and Alicja Najmowicz for the refined bay El Farida 
(RFI Farid x Esmeta by Ekstern). On the contrary, class 2B was 
all about the state studs. The breath-taking chestnut Elgarolia 
(El Omari x Elganza by Sanadik El Shaklan) from Michalow 
qualified for the championships with a great total score of 92.50 
points, closely followed by the powerfully trotting bay Janow-bred 
Efidenia (Pomian x El Fada by Ekstern). In the 3-year-old fillies’ 
division, the team from Janow Podlaski had yet another reason to 
celebrate. One of the best Ascot DD daughters, the grey Anguria 
(out of Anawera by Piaff ) was awarded first place right ahead the 
grey Paprotnia (Elgast x Paeksa by Ekstern), bred and owned by 
Lech Blaszczyk.
Junior female competitions were merely a prelude to what we were 
all about to experience on Saturday afternoon. It was the older, 
more mature mares that ceaselessly took our breaths away and 
enchanted the jury. So much charm, femininity and refinement, 
all gathered in one place, resulted in some of the most spectacular 
scores of the show. The top step of the podium in class 7A again 
belonged to the Michalow Stud. Their beautifully moving grey 
Parantella (Kahil Al Shaqab x Palanga by Ekstern) won the 
class right ahead another Ascot DD daughter Tacjana (out of 
Tartina by Perseusz), bred and owned by the Janow Podlaski 
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Stud. The victory of another mare from Janow Podlaski in the 
next class came as no surprise. The 6-year-old regally-bred Petula 
is the daughter of two remarkable representatives of the breed, the 
multi-champion Kahil Al Shaqab and the unforgettable Pinga 
(by Gazal Al Shaqab). Her slightly younger stable companion, 
the chestnut Pregola, secured second place in the class with her 
powerful trot that she must have inherited from both her sire 
Vitorio TO and her dam Perespa (by Enzo). The outstanding 
presentation of the strikingly beautiful half-sister to the Platinum 
World Champion Mare Emandoria in the first division
of 7-10-year-old mares evoked all kinds of positive emotions. 
The classy, correct and charismatic Emandorissa (Abha Qatar 
x Emanda by Ecaho) must have put a spell on the judges, who 
lavished her with a superb total score of 94.17 points, making 
her the highest scoring horse of the show. Second place went to the 
8-year-old bay Wiga (Om El Bellissimo x Wologda by Ekstern) 
from Janow Podlaski, also abundantly feminine and elegant. The 
second class of 7-10-year-old mares was a close fight between the 
state studs. The beautiful bay Emandilla (Om El Shahmaan x 
Espadrilla by Monogramm) representing Michalow received 
the same total score of 93.00 points as the gorgeous grey Om El 
Bellissimo daughter Euzona (out of Euzetia by Etogram) from 
Janow Podlaski. Only 0.5-point difference in the marks for type 
resulted in Emandilla’s triumph. The emotions were running 
high until the very end of the day. The final class of 11-year-old 
and older mares belonged to the precious Pilarosa (Al Adeed Al 
Shaqab x Pilar by Fawor). Looking better than ever, this twelve-
year-old Janow-bred flea-bitten grey beauty, who is now the pride 
and joy of Nina Suskievicova, returned to her homeland to conquer 
the showring. Similarly to Emandorissa, Pilarosa received a 
remarkable score of 94.00 points and left the competition, a high-
quality Ekstern daughter, far behind. The twelve-year-old grey 
Psyche Kreuza (out of Pallas-Atena by Ecaho) from Chrcynno 
Palace with 91.83 points also qualified for the championships. 
However, at the end of the day no one doubted that the senior 
female championship will be a fierce fight between the two highest 
scoring mares of the show, Emandorissa and Pilarosa. Both of 
them represent the best bloodlines existing in the Michalow and 
Janow Podlaski breeding programmes. The ethereal Emandorissa 
belongs to the meritorious family of Milordka, otherwise known 
as the world-famous Michalow ‘E-line’, while Pilarosa is a truly 
remarkable representative of the treasured Janow Podlaski 
‘P-line’, the highly esteemed Szamrajowka damline.
On Sunday morning, both the temperature outside and the 
feeling of excitement before the upcoming championships reached 
the zenith. After a brief welcoming speech, nine yearling fillies 
that qualified for the championship were presented in front of the 
audience. All four judges took up the challenge of choosing the top 

five horses, including the three medallists. It is never easy and the 
judges were not unanimous in their decisions, but finally the three 
champions were selected from amongst the class winners. The 
Gold Champion Yearling Filly title, together with the ‘Best Head’ 
trophy, was awarded to the highly refined Mamma Mia, bred 
and owned by Tomasz Tarczynski. The equally exquisite grey 
El Madera won the Silver Champion award for the Michalow 
Stud and the attractive, high trotting Brodnica, bred by the 
hosts of the show, became Bronze Champion Yearling Filly. The 
remaining Top Five titles were granted to the Michalow-bred 
grey El Medida and the dark bay Laura KL, bred and owned by 
Klikowa Arabians.
In the Yearling Colts Championship, the uncertainty was mostly 
related to the silver and bronze medals, which finally went to two 
extremely unalike RFI Farid sons, the grey Kapitano AF and the 
bay Badian PA, respectively. Nevertheless, it was the phenomenal 
Ferrum that captured everyone’s attention and unsurprisingly 
stole the show. No one doubted that he would repeat his 
success from this year’s Bialka Junior Spring Show. Again, the 
exceptional combination of distinctive Arabian type and powerful 
animated trot made him unanimous Gold Champion Yearling 
Colt and Best Mover of the show. However, Ferrum went far 
beyond that by winning ‘Best in Show’ prize. It was the icing on 
the cake; the true accomplishment that no other junior colt ever 
achieved since the prize was first established in 1993! With such 
fierce competition, there was no space on the podium left for Enzo 
Blacklord and Atrato, who received the Top Five awards.
Out of six high-quality fillies that entered the junior championship, 
majority of the judges selected the winner of class 2B, the 2-year-
old charming chestnut Elgarolia from Michalow, to become Gold 
Champion Junior Filly. Silver and Bronze medals went to the 
Janow Podlaski Stud for the 2-year-old
bay Pomian daughter Efidenia and the 3-year-old grey Anguria 
by Ascot DD. The two remaining Top Five titles were awarded to 
private breeders: Lech Blaszczyk for the 3-year-old grey Paprotnia 
and Alicja Najmowicz for the 2-year-old bay El Farida.
Only three colts qualified for the junior championship. What 
is more, the difference in their total scores was not significant 
enough to prejudge the final placement on the podium. Thus, 
the judges were far from unanimous when selecting the three 
medallists. Therefore, Gold Champion title was awarded to 
the refined bay Star Farid who entered the championship from 
the third position in the class. This promising son of RFI Farid 
repeated his own success from the 2019 Polish Nationals as 
well as the 2020 Bialka Junior Spring Show, where he was also 
number one on the podium. With his victory, RFI Farid became 
an undisputable front-runner when it comes to the number of 
winning get in the yearling and junior male championships. 
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Three out of six champions were chosen from among his progeny. 
The Silver Champion title went to the Bialka Stud and their 
attractive chestnut Belmari who, with his animated trot, won the 
class two days earlier. Last but not least, the third place on the 
podium was granted to the typey grey Pointer from Michalow.
Senior females’ competition was probably the most anticipated 
championship of the day. Selecting only three mares from among 
ten exceptional representatives of the breed looked like ‘mission 
impossible’, especially when every single one of them was a true 
embodiment of captivating beauty, feminine charm and noble 
quality. However, the two highest scoring mares stood out from 
the crowd and, as expected, the competition for the gold medal 
was really a battle between the enchanting Emandorissa and the 
prepossessing Pilarosa. Again, the judges’ verdicts were divided, 
but the exceptional refinement and feminine beauty of Pilarosa 
prevailed over the distinctive Arabian type and noble presence 
of Emandorissa. The truth is that either of these two flea-bitten 
grey beauties could have become Gold Champion Mare, but this 
time it was Nina Suskevicova who proudly collected the highest 
trophy with Pilarosa at her side. Apart from a special trophy for 
the highest scoring mare, Emandorissa added yet another silver 
medal to the long list of trophies that her breeders, the Michalow 
Stud, won over the years. The Janow Podlaski Stud, apart 
from being the proud breeder of Gold Champion Mare, were 
also entitled to bronze medal for their lovely Om El Bellissimo 
daughter Euzona, a 9-year-old gorgeous grey mare of superb 
phenotype and harmonious build. The pride of Chrcynno Palace 
Stud, the 12-year-old snow-white Psyche Kreuza, secured one of 
the Top Five titles by trotting with spectacular suspension. With 
all these grey beauties in the ring, it is extremely challenging for 
a bay mare to be appreciated, but with all her undeniable charm 
and charisma, Emandilla won another Top Five title for the 
Michalow Stud.
When it comes to the senior male championship, there were no 
major surprises. The judges were unanimous when choosing 
both gold and silver medallists. Thus, the 5-year-old Empower 
representing Falborek Arabians and the 9-year-old Barok from 
Janow Podlaski became unanimous Gold and Silver Champion 
Stallions, respectively. Opinions were divided as to who should be 
named Bronze Champion Stallion. In the end, the juges selected 
Psyche Keret from Chrcynno Palace over the Michalow-bred 
Zloty Medal, who received the Top Five title together with his bay 
stable companion Edmund.
Although not present at the show, Ekstern deserves a special 
award as the outstanding sire of high-quality broodmares. Out of 
all forty horses that qualified for the championships, fourteen were 
the progeny of Ekstern daughters, which means that his strong 
genetic prepotency, noticeable in his direct get, is also extended 

onto next generations.
The annual Pride of Poland sale has always been considered a 
great opportunity to obtain high-quality breeding material at 
reasonable prices. The 51st edition of the auction was awaited 
with great apprehension. When it started on Sunday afternoon, 
there seemed to be a lot of tension in the air. The uncertainty 
resulted mainly from travel restrictions related to Covid-19. In 
practice, it meant that many serious buyers, potentially interested 
in purchasing horses, could not arrive to Janow Podlaski in 
person. Sending representatives to make bids on behalf of breeders 
is a common practice in the Arabian horse industry and it had 
certainly happened before. However, unable to admire horses in 
the ring, potential buyers are less likely to make high bids, especially 
in these uncertain times when most people think twice before 
spending large sums of money. The fact that some horses were not 
physically present during the auction, including the incomparable 
Perfinka, officially nominated as the star of the 2020 edition, was 
another reason to have reservations about a spectacular success of 
the sale. The beginning of the auction looked like there were some 
good reasons to be nervous. However, with as many as twenty-one 
horses offered for sale, a slow start is never an indication of the 
final result. Not once did the total income of the sale surprise even 
the greatest sceptics. It was Lot 4, an exciting offer to purchase the 
unborn foal by the World Champion Stallion Marajj and out of 
the Platinum World Champion Mare Emandoria, that changed 
the course of events. The two involved bidders, strongly believing 
in Marajj’s and Emandoria’s genetic abilities, were gradually 
increasing the price. Finally, Hanaya Stud from Switzerland 
made the winning bid of EUR 70.000. Yet, it was the sale of 
Lot 10, the sensational superstar Perfinka, that everybody was 
waiting for. This magnificent mare definitely deserves the title of 
show horse supreme. Being one of the most accomplished horses 
ever bred by the Bialka Stud, Perfinka has proven to be the true 
queen of the showring across Europe, the Middle East and, more 
recently, also in the USA. After a long fierce fight between three 
major bidders, Perfinka found a new home in Saudi Arabia. 
The astronomical sum of EUR 1.250.000 was the final price 
that Princess Jamila Bint Abdulmajid Al Saud decided to pay to 
include Perfinka in her breeding programme. Another amazing 
opportunity to enhance any breeding programme with a full 
sibling to the 2019 Silver World Champion Filly Eralda came 
with Lot 12. Falborek Arabians decided to share the remarkable 
heritage of their highly-decorated 9-year-old Enezja with other 
breeders by offering her embryo by Emerald J for sale. Again, 
Hanaya Stud from Switzerland made the highest bid of EUR 
55.000. The emotions were running high until the very end of 
the auction, when Lot 21, the wonderfully designed Ekstern 
daughter Lawinia, reached a well-deserved price of EUR 95.000. 
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Flaxman Arabians from Belgium, that made the final bid, had 
the chance admire Lawinia’s full potential as one of the best 
movers ever bred by the Michalow Stud, as she was presented 
loose in front of the enchanted audience. Overall, the Pride of 
Poland sale concluded with ten horses sold for the total of EUR 
1.587.000. The Monday Summer Sale, where fifteen out of 
twenty-three horses managed to find new owners, added another 
EUR 157.000 to the final income. In the light of recent events, 
the sale of almost 50% of the horses in the Pride of Poland auction 
and almost 70% in the Summer Sale was beyond all expectations.
This year’s edition of the Polish Arabian Horse Days has 
definitely demonstrated that, no matter what is happening in the 
outside world, Poland is still home to some of the most refined and 
captivating Arabian horses on the planet. The irresistible beauty 
and enchanting femininity of Polish mares, combined with their 
harmonious build, athletic abilities and powerful movement, 
are capable of satisfying some of the most demanding breeders 
around the globe. It is gratifying that even the Middle Eastern 
breeders who produce many outstanding and highly-decorated 
horses themselves, invariably pursue the highest quality breeding 
material in the Polish studs. Thus, high-quality broodmares at 
the core of the Polish breeding programme not only continuously 
improve the local population but also unceasingly attract 
potential buyers. On the other hand, to compete in a crowded 
market, both state studs and private breeders tend to introduce 
more and more internationally recognised stallions into their 
breeding programme. The cautious and selective addition of 
foreign blood, which helps in differentiating the limited genetic 
pool of the Polish flock and decreases excessive inbreeding, can 
also be quite beneficial for the population. The Michalow-bred 
World Champion Colt Morion (Kahil Al Shaqab x Mesalina 
by Ekstern), together with his promising progeny, could serve as 
an indication that, with careful and selective breeding, the use of 
foreign stallions can bring a desired outcome. Also, it was really 
encouraging to observe how the private breeding sector in Poland 
has flourished over the past few years. The number of private 
breeders that boldly reach for the highest trophies during the 
National Show has increased dramatically in the last ten years.
For years, Poland has been the place of pilgrimages for breeders 
and enthusiasts from all over the world. All Arabian horse 
aficionados heard amazing stories about the captivating Polish 
horses capable of melting the coldest of hearts. If you had a chance 
to look into the beautiful black eyes of the ethereal Emandorissa… 
if you could spend some private time with the precious Pilarosa… 
if they were all yours, even if just for a moment… you would not 
think twice about visiting Poland. In the end, all Arabian horse 
lovers live for the moments like these… q



GOLD MEDAL 
MAMMA MIA
ES HARIR x VA MAGNIFICA
B/O: TOMASZ TARCZYNSKI

YEARLING FILLIES
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SILVER 
MEDAL 
EL MADERA
MORION x EL MEDONIA
B/O: MICHAŁÓW STUD

BRONZE 
MEDAL 
BRODNICA
POGROM x BAMBINA
B/O: JANÓW PODLASKI STUD

YEARLING FILLIES



GOLD MEDAL 
FERRUM
MORION X FERRMARIA
B/O: MICHAŁÓW STUD

YEARLING COLTS
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SILVER 
MEDAL 
KAPITANO AF
RFI FARID x KARBONA
B/O: KRZYSZTOF FALBA

BRONZE 
MEDAL 
BADIAN PA
RFI FARID x BEGONIA
B/O: PPH PARYS

YEARLING COLTS



GOLD MEDAL 
ELGAROLIA
EL OMARI X ELGANZA
B/O: MICHAŁÓW STUD

JUNIOR FILLIES
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SILVER 
MEDAL 
EFIDENIA
POMIAN x EL FADA
B/O: JANÓW PODLASKI STUD

BRONZE 
MEDAL 
ANGURIA
ASCOT DD x ANAWERA
B/O: JANÓW PODLASKI STUD

JUNIOR FILLIES



GOLD MEDAL 
STAR FARID
RFI FARID X EKS STAR OF AFRICA
B/O:  WOJCIECH PARCZEWSKI

JUNIOR COLTS
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SILVER 
MEDAL 
BELMARI
EL OMARI x BINT ERMINA
B: MALOPOLSKA HODOWLA 
ROSLIN 
O: MALOPOLSKA HODOWLA 
ROSLIN AND BIAŁKA STUD

BRONZE 
MEDAL 
POINTER
SAHM EL ARAB x PALANGA
B/O: MICHAŁÓW STUD

JUNIOR COLTS



GOLD MEDAL 
PILAROSA
AL ADEED AL SHAQAB X PILAR
B: JANÓW PODLASKI STUD
O: SUWECO -NINA SUSKIEVICOVA

SENIOR MARES
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SILVER 
MEDAL 
EMANDORISSA
ABHA QATAR x EMANDA
B/O: MICHAŁÓW STUD

BRONZE 
MEDAL 
EUZONA
OM EL BELLISSIMO x EUZETIA
B/O: JANÓW PODLASKI STUD

SENIOR MARES



GOLD MEDAL 
EMPOWER
 WH JUSTICE X EKSTERNA
B/O: KRZYSZTOF GOZDZIALSKI 
FALBOREK ARABIANS

SENIOR STALLIONS
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SILVER 
MEDAL 
BAROK
OM EL BELLISSIMO x BAIDA
B/O: JANÓW PODLASKI STUD

BRONZE 
MEDAL 
PSYCHE KERET
KHIDAR x PSYCHE VICTORIA
B/O: KRZYSZTOF 
POSZEPCZYŃSKI SK 
CHRCYNNO PAŁAC

SENIOR STALLIONS



YEARLING FILLIES - EL MEDIDA
MORION X EL MEDARA - B/O: MICHAŁÓW STUD

JUNIOR FILLIES - PAPROTNIA
ELGAST X PAEKSA - B/O: LECH BŁASZCZYK

SENIOR MARES - PSYCHE KREUZA
EKSTERN X PALLAS-ATENA - B/O: CHRCYNNO PALACE STUD

YEARLING FILLIES -  LAURA KL
 WADEE AL SHAQAB X LILI PS 

B/O: KLIKOWA ARABIANS

JUNIOR FILLIES - EL FARIDA
RFI FARID X ESMETA - B/O: ALICJA NAJMOWICZ

SENIOR MARES - EMANDILLA
OM EL SHAHMAAN X ESPADRILLA - B/O: MICHAŁÓW STUD

TOP FIVE



YEARLING COLTS
ENZO BLACKLORD

WADEE AL SHAQAB X ESTANSJA - B/O: ANNA JANAS-NAZE

SENIOR STALLIONS 
ZLOTY MEDAL

QR MARC X ZLOTA ORDA - B/O: MICHAŁÓW STUD

YEARLING COLTS - ATRATO
 EMERALD J X ATMA

B/O: JANÓW PODLASKI STUD  

SENIOR STALLIONS  - EDMUND
EKSTERN X EDITHA - B/O: MICHAŁÓW STUD
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SPECIAL AWARDS

FERRUM
BEST MOVER & BEST IN SHOW

MICHAŁÓW STUD

GERALD KURTZBest Handler

Best Breeder

Best Trainer

Best Head

Highest Scored Mare

Izabella Pawelec - Zawadzka
Trophy

Best Mover No 71

WAHO challenge trophy

GERALD KURTZ

MAMMA MIA

EMANDORISSA

SALSA

FERRUM

STAR FARID

MICHAŁÓW STUD



SPECIAL AWARDS

STAR FARID
IZABELLA PAWELEC - ZAWADZKA TROPHY

MAMMA MIA
BEST HEAD

GERALD KURTZ
BEST HANDLER & BEST TRAINER

EMANDORISSA
HIGHEST SCORED MARE

MICHAŁÓW STUD
BEST BREEDER

SALSA
WAHO CHALLENGE TROPHY
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PEOPLE



PEOPLE
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Kamila Kozlowska
with Emandorissa
photo by Sylwia Ilenda



STUD
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AUCTION

Frederik de Backer 
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AUCTION



STUD
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STUD
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